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Develop interactive Arduino-based Internet projects with Ethernet and WiFiAbout This
BookBuild Internet-based Arduino devices to make your home feel more secureLearn how to
connect various sensors and actuators to the Arduino and access data from InternetA project-
based guide filled with schematics and wiring diagrams to help you build projects
incrementallyWho This Book Is ForThis book is intended for those who want to learn more about
Arduino and make Internet-based interactive projects with Arduino. If you are an experienced
software developer who understands the basics of electronics, then you can quickly learn how to
build the Arduino projects explained in this book.What You Will LearnMake a powerful Internet
controlled relay with an embedded web server to monitor and control your home electrical
appliancesBuild a portable Wi-Fi signal strength sensor to give haptic feedback about signal
strength to the userMeasure water flow speed and volume with liquid flow sensors and record re

"This is no ordinary recipe book. Kulinarya was conceived as a beacon for bringing Philippine
cuisine to tables all over the world. It offers professionals in the kitchen practical advice tried and
tested by six chef-authors who share what has been working for their awarded restaurants,
catering services, and special events when the goal has been to shine a spotlight on the
Philippines." --Felice Prudente Sta. Maria, Author, culture advocate, and Philippine culinary
historian"Finally a cookbook that presents Filipino cuisine for a 21st century global audience." --
Thelma San Juan, Lifestyle editor, Philippine Daily Inquirer"I'm in awe of what gourmet chefs and
the Asia Society have been able to produce -- a book titled Kulinarya. It was like putting a corset
on a Philippine suman so it can stand up to other cuisines of the world." --Gilda Cordero-
Fernando, author, publisher, painter"Kulinarya is that cookbook which every Filipino should own
and use as a first step to mastering Filipino cuisine. It's simple but it's precise so it works. Who
knows, with this guide you might learn to cook better than your grandmother!" --Margaux
Salcedo, Food columnist, Sunday Inquirer Magazine"'Too many cooks spoil the broth,' so they
say. Not in the case of this ambitious culinary project, cooked up together by six of country's
most respected chefs. They didn't mess up the project but rather made every Filipino proud of
Philippine cooking." --Vangie Baga-Reyes, Journalist, Philippine Daily Inquirer"Whether simple
or complex, these recipes are all exquisite without abandoning their traditional roots." --Retailing
Insight"This book is a great pick for those interested in Filipino cuisine. Recipes range from
simple to complex. Stews, soups, and sweets are particularly plentiful." --Tara's Multicultural
Table"I love discovering new dishes to make that are authentic, simple, and oh so deliciously
yummy!! A great culinary guide book with a plethora of recipes." --San Franciso Book Review
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Francis B., “Useful hands-on projects, for deploying Arduino in networking applications. I
purchased this item directly from the publisher (which gives access to a nicely formatted PDF
book). In terms of content, the book offers an impressive collection of hands-on projects, which
are very useful for understanding how the Arduino can be used in networking applications. Note
that the book is not a beginner's guide, in fact assuming a fair bit of experience in electronics
and network programming (however, there are other books, also from Packt, that fulfill this
purpose). I am docking one star for the following two reasons. First, the book currently requires
specific items to be used, which may not always be available. Perhaps providing guidelines on
selecting alternative parts should be more appropriate. Second, Windows is assumed to be the
operating system used, which means OSX or Linux users will at times have to cope with
surprises and adjustments in the instructions. Perhaps an Appendix detailing modifications
needed for other operating systems will be helpful.”

GreenBeanieGuy, “Excellent intermediate to advanced Arduino IoT projects book - Be aware
that there are quite a few other hardware requirements. This book is an excellent project book for
intermediate to advanced Arduino users. The projects are clear, well-documented, and include
all relevant code (downloadable separately). My principle reason for not giving this five stars is
due to the fairly extensive BOM that you will need to build these projects.There are numerous
somewhat specialized components required (Power SwitchTail, Arduino WiFi and Ethernet
Shields, Adafruit Haptic Controller, liquid flow sensor, Hitachi HD44780 Compatible LCD, etc.),
that while relatively easy to source, do represent quite a bit of investment in time and money.
The required components are listed as prerequisites, with links to the product URL. It would
have been nice to have everything presented as a BOM, with then-current cost and
substitutes.Overall it's an excellent book of useful IoT projects for the Arduino.”

The book by Pradeeka Seneviratne has a rating of 5 out of 3.4. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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